EUFMC Ranks High on the List for Fleets and Manufacturers
Interest in EUFMC 2022 is growing significantly among fleets operating utility
equipment and the industry’s leading manufacturers and suppliers of vehicles,
equipment, products and services for their operations. The annual event
attended by fleet representatives from across the U.S. and Canada will be
held June 5-8, 2022 at the Williamsburg Lodge and Conference Center in
Williamsburg, Virginia.
Driving Safety, Sustainability & Technical Expertise will be the focus of the
EUFMC General Session, a two-day comprehensive educational program
featuring presentations by industry experts, manufacturers and fleets.
EUFMC 2022 will cover:
• Fleet Electrification, Charging Infrastructure Planning, and
Sustainability Goals
• Fleet Safety topics including new technologies and metrics
• Sessions focused on using telematics and other fleet data for
replacement planning
• Vehicle Specifications and Sourcing practices
• Maintenance best practices
• Updates on Regulatory and Legal issues
• And more!
EUFMC Attendees, including more than 125 fleet professionals and over 350
representatives from 100 manufacturers, also gain knowledge through
networking opportunities. Roundtable discussions provide the opportunity to
exchange information and discuss mutual challenges, find solutions and
develop best practices. EUFMC also includes a Drive-Through utility
equipment demonstration and an Equipment Show with more than 60 displays.
“The educational sessions provide me with the opportunity to get a sense
of what other managers are dealing with,” said Peter Michaud, EUFMC
Director and Fleet Manager at NB Power. “There’s no sense in

reinventing the wheel. They will have solutions that work for them that
may work for you. It’s always nice to network with other fleet managers at
EUFMC because they can help you with situations that you may
encounter down the road.”
The EUFMC Board of Directors has set attendance fees for EUFMC 2022 and
the conference will accept payments in 2021 for company budgeting purposes.
Fees for fleet professionals are refundable. Supplier fees are refundable as noted
in the Conference Rules and Regulations.
SAVE THE DATE
Electric Utility Fleet Managers Conference: June 5-8, 2022
Williamsburg Lodge and Conference Center, Williamsburg, Virginia
FOR MORE INFORMATION, visit www.eufmc.com
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